
             Tipton St John Foundation Stage Unit Medium Term Plan       Main Theme: How can we care for animals and other creatures?          Summer Term 2018 – 1st half  

     Key Questions: How can we look after our pets and other animals and creatures?  How can we teach our pet dragon to follow our nine Christian Core Values? Who can help animals? 
Communication and Language  
Children to share specific information their families have put 
on Tapestry by talking to others and answering questions. 
Continue to develop speaking and listening skills using fiction 
and non-fiction books linked to our theme. Listen to stories on 
the CD player and talk about them. 
Each day the Special Helper will explain what our class pet 
snake did when he/she was taken home for a sleepover and 
write about their adventures in the special diary. 
Circle times - ask and respond to questions, share feelings and 
discuss how to have happy and safe playtimes. Continue to 
use George Bear to model good listening and sitting on the 
carpet. Follow simple instructions to play games and show 
others how to play, including games they have created. Extend 
vocabulary linked to the class theme talking and listening 
about how we look after animals and which charities care for 
animals. Share about their family project about the animals 
they have chosen to research about. Suggest ideas to change 
our role play area into a Tipton’s first ever pet shop and vets! 

Physical Development  
Participate in ‘Leap into Life’ physical activities, linked to daily ‘Fizz 
Whizz’ sessions. Perform action rhymes and songs about animals. 
Move in different ways to become a variety of animals. Perform 
playground games using outside play toys to develop specific skills and 
group games – hopscotch, skipping, space hoppers, throwing and 
catching, follow my leader, bats and balls and make obstacle courses. 
Provide activities and resources to develop fine and gross motor skills 
- play dough, sand, pencils, tweezers and ribbon sticks.  
Become a dog who has been chosen to compete in a dog show and 
create obstacle courses to follow. 
Demonstrate safe and effective use of tools and equipment - how to 
use scissors correctly and put things away. 
Understand personal needs and develop independence and explain 
how to look after themselves and keep the unit tidy. Show some 
understanding about how to be healthy and the importance of leading 
a healthy lifestyle.  Focus on how to brush their teeth and encourage 
eating healthy snacks, drinking water and discuss the reasons why. 
Talk about ways to be healthy both in and out of school. 

Personal, Social and Emotional Development  

Follow the SEAL unit about ‘Relationships ‘and how to be a 
good friend and look after each other in school and at home. 
Review our fundamental British Values - develop children’s 

understanding of rules and responsibilities. Reinforce the Hazel class 
code - We take turns to talk; We are kind and polite to others: We tell 
the truth and have kind hands, feet and words. Create a warm fuzzy 
display. Continue to create the skills needed to play games – following 
instructions, turn-taking, following rules, playing fairly, winning and 
losing. Develop children’s independence in accessing the provision by 
independently finding what they need for their activities, e.g. know 
where to find games and resources in the unit. Discuss how to support 
and help each other to learn new skills. 
Continue to discuss ways to make sure that our pet dragon follows our 
nine Christian Core Values. Share how we can be role models to show 
the dragon how we should behave in school. Have regular circle times 
to discuss any relevant issues or problems, with a focus on how to 
look after ourselves and each other.  Children to be encouraged to 
write prayers or messages at our Collective Worship table. 

Literacy  
Continue daily phonic activities linked to Phonics Play. FS1 
(pre-school) – Phase 1/mark making/letter recognition. FS2 
(EYFS) – Phase 3 and 4 plus daily handwriting linked to their 
phonics programme. FS2 – regular reading of their 
individual/guided books. FS2- guided writing - focus on writing 
simple sentences demonstrating their phonic knowledge and 
use of common irregular words. FS1 – guided name 
recognition and writing their name correctly and using the 
past and present tenses. Create their own animal fact books 
and spend time sharing books together. 
Use the writing materials in the role play pet shop, vets and 
writing areas to encourage independent writing. Have a 
special theme day and come to school dressed as a pet and 
invite some real animals and reptiles into the school. 
Plan how to make minibeast hotels and hospitals for our local 
minibeasts and write how we can create them in stages. 
Listen to a variety of stories about animals and create their 
own animal adventure stories through talking and writing. Act 
out the stories, showing a clear beginning, middle and end.  

Mathematics 
Daily maths for both FS1 and FS2 including 
changing the date and adding up the lunches. 
Order and sequence familiar events. FS2 to use 
the language of time and name and describe 
2D and 3D shapes in their environment. Name 
and order numbers 1-20 and say which is one 
more and one less. Read and write numbers 1-
20. 
Perform number activities linked to animals 
and our pet shop and vets. Make food for 
animals and themselves and weigh and 
measure ingredients. Role-play buying gifts and 
animal food in the pet shop. Problem solving – 
sharing, doubling and halving objects.  Play 
counting games -snakes and ladders, shape 
games, colour games. Create and record 
favourite animal information they collect 
themselves and explain their findings. Look at 
numbers and shapes in their local environment 
and when travelling to and from school. 

Understanding of the World  
Use Tapestry to show what they do at home 
and in their local environment. Talk about 
past and present events in their lives.  Look 
at similarities and differences in relation to 
themselves, places, objects, materials and 
living things, linked to our class theme. Go on 
regular walks around the school grounds to 
look at what is growing and observe changes. 
Plant flowers and vegetables in our school 
environment and keep a record of their 
changes. Describe how to move objects - 
push/pull, magnets, wind-up, batteries etc. 
Encourage an inquisitive mind by taking 
apart torches and toy wind up animals.  
Use a range of different types of technology 
in the unit for particular purposes.  Program 
Bee Bots and use remote control toys. Find 
out about specific information using the 
iPads and computers. 

Expressive Art and Design  
Pretend to be different animals and create 
animal plays and dances. Learn, practice and 
sing songs and action rhymes about animals 
and how we care for them. 
Design and create minibeast hotels and 
hospitals in the school grounds. 
Add to our warm fuzzy interactive display. 
Follow our school music programme, 
Charanga, using instruments and focussing 
on our class theme. 
Create pictures and objects using natural 
resources found in the school grounds and 
their local environment. Sketch pictures of 
nature in the school grounds. 
Perform activities, music and dancing linked 
to celebrations, festivals and events taking 
part during this term. 
Create their own songs, dances and feel the 
freedom to express themselves. 

Collective Worship will take place every day. An EYFS RE unit will be followed which will be linked to our PSHE units and the nine Christian core school values. Possible visit to Sidmouth Donkey Sanctuary. 



This medium term plan is an outline of adult led activities linked to the themes for the half term. Further activities and provision, which are linked to the interests of the children, will be 
planned as a basis for their learning in the EYFS curriculum. Evidence of this will be shown on Tapestry, which can be viewed by the children’s families.                      N Garrick – April 2018 


